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The essential stock market guide, now updated with even more timely and necessary

informationNow in its fifth edition, The Neatest Little Guide to Stock Market InvestingÃ‚Â has

established itself as a clear, concise, and highly effective approach to stocks and investment

strategy. Rooted in the principles that made it invaluable from the start, this completely revised and

updated edition of The Neatest Little Guide to Stock Market Investing shares a wealth of

information, including: Ã¢â‚¬Â¢What has changed and what remains timeless as the economy

recovers from the subprime crash Ã¢â‚¬Â¢All-new insights from deep historical research showing

which measurements best identify winning stocks Ã¢â‚¬Â¢A rock-solid value averaging plan that

grows 3 percent per quarter, regardless of the economic climate Ã¢â‚¬Â¢An exclusive conversation

with legendary Legg Mason portfolio manager Bill Miller, revealing what he learned from the crash

and recovery Ã¢â‚¬Â¢Thoroughly updated resources emphasizing online tools, the latest stock

screeners, and analytical sites that best navigated recent trends Accessible and intelligent, The

Neatest Little Guide to Stock Market Investing is what every investor needs to keep pace in the

current market.
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"Jason Kelly captured my investment methods well, and better than most who have tried to describe

what I do."Ã¢â‚¬â€•Bill Miller, Former Chairman & Chief Investment Officer, Legg Mason

CapitalÃ¢â‚¬Å“Many investors want to know how and where to get started in investing and also



improve their results. Jason Kelly does a terrific job of providing a plethora of resources,

approaches, and ideas that will help any investor no matter their level of experience or

aptitude.Ã¢â‚¬Â•Ã¢â‚¬â€•Charles E. Kirk, The Kirk Report

This book is for anyone who wants to know how the stock market works. This book is for anyone

who wants to know what influences the stock market. This book is for anyone who wants to make

money on the stock market. There is a reason this is the fifth addition of this book, because it work,

and because the author wants to keep his readers informed and up to date on the ever changing

environment of the stock market.This book begins by spending time making sure the reader

understands all of the terms that the author will use throughout the rest of the book. After that he

begins to enlighten the reader about general information on the stock market and then starts going

in depth more about how the stock market works and how many people have made a fortune

through the stock market and how they have also lost a fortune on the stock market. He finishes the

book my giving the reader a step by step guide to evaluating any company on the stock market, a

key skill to learn when investing with a company.I couldn't put this book down. I was a beginner, not

really knowing anything about the stock market when I first decided to read this book, but I quickly

became obsessed. I was craving for more and more information on not only how the stock market

works, but how to make money using the stock market. This is a very easy read, the words and

terms can be challenging, but the book is setup in such a way that the author gradually introduces

you to information that you will need to understand for the next chapter.I highly recommend this

book for anyone who has any interest in the stock market, or making money in the stock market.

The authors ability to prepare the reader for each sequential chapter, by introducing a topic, and

then diving deeper in the next chapter makes a daunting topic like the stock market very

manageable. If you have any interest in the stock market and are a beginner, then this book is for

you!

I bought the original and liked it very much, in fact it has retained a prime spot in my investment

bookshelf for all these years. Unfortunately the fifth edition has missed multiple opportunities to be a

true update. Sorry Mr. Kelly, it seems like you are just plain milking the original. The original was

fresh and engaging with ideas that, while hardly fresh, were very much operand and helpful for the

times. This new edition is rather stale and very derivative, just plain weak to be honest. Really,

maybe Value Averaging is Mr Kelly's "new" thing but please, it is just yet another old idea and

largely discredited by many prominent source and authorities, (where is the money required to buy



kept when one must buy?) Could you come up with nothing authentic and original?. The other

"updates" are slight, marginal, superficial and would be easily discovered by anyone who has any

business investing their real money on line. Your first book help people with fear \on the web, that is

gone novel am disappointed and oddly, sigh, a bit sad, please do better is there is a next time,

otherwise no next time. OK Mr. Kelly? Save your reputation and my fond memories of you good

book.

This is a great first book for the diligent investor. By diligent, I mean a person that actually wants to

do the footwork involved with learning how to invest on his or her own and wants to be able to speak

the language of the stock market. For the person who is not willing, or simply not interested, in

putting in all the work involved in learning how to invest, there are other options out there that may

be better, such as financial advisors (if you want the hand-holding and/or don't mind spending more

on commissions for the advice) and ETFs (exchange traded funds, which if picked right simply

move in tandem with the market). However, even the passive investor could learn a lot from reading

or even just skimming through this book.Kelly begins at square 1 by describing what the stock

market even is, and how it functions. He discusses very basic things, such as the difference

between a full-service and a self-service broker, and the way that stocks get listed on the

exchanges in the first place. His tone and style are welcomed, as he neither presumes that you

know anything prior to reading, nor is he paternalistic or presuming that you are incompetent.Unique

to many books, Kelly sums up the philosophy of some of the tried and true "master" investors. His

list includes Ben Graham, Phil Fisher, Warren Buffett, Peter Lynch, Will O'Neill, and Bill Miller. By

examining multiple investors in the way he does, Kelly truly shows that there is more than one way

to successfully invest in the stock market. Graham is the model value investor, focusing on stocks

that are undervalued. Phil Fisher is a growth investor, focusing on superior companies that he

expects will keep growing. Warren Buffett is a combination of Graham and Fisher, and focuses on

buying high-quality companies, among other things. Peter Lynch categorizes companies into

different types of stocks and emphasizes fundamental analysis by really checking out the company.

Will O'Neill is the epitome of a growth investor and focuses on momentum with his CANSLIM

method. And lastly, Bill Miller is a value investor that focuses on contrarian positions, among other

things. Kelly's tidbits of interview with Bill Miller are a welcome addition to this edition of the book,

mostly because it is difficult to find very much material with Bill Miller's thoughts (the other 5

"masters" have all written their own books). It was a mild disappointment to me that Seth Klarman

was not included in the "masters" list, with his focus on absolute return rather than relative return.



But all things considered, Kelly presents a fairly comprehensive list of 6 as a base, shows the areas

where they agree, and ultimately encourages the reader to learn in their own way from this.Perhaps

most importantly, Kelly goes through the basics of fundamental analysis, which is the way that most

of the masters go about analyzing stocks. These included things such as Price to Earnings ratio,

Price to Book ratio, Price to Sales ratio, Market Cap, Dividends, Current Ratio, and a few others. He

walks the reader through the basics of the income statement, the balance sheet, and the cash flow

statement. In going through them, he rightly points out that different people place different emphasis

on them and the way that they determine whether to buy a stock. He also points out that

fundamental analysis is the way that investors (rather than day traders) evaluate stocks. Kelly also

takes note of technical analysis (what day traders typically use), and points out that some people

believe the market can be timed with prediction charts, while also not making any conclusion as to

whether he thinks that is possible or not.Kelly gives the reader advice for how to conduct his or her

own research when contemplating what stock to buy. This includes gathering information from

various websites (such as Yahoo! Finance, Google Finance, fund newsletters, etc.), publications

(WSJ, Barron's, IBD, etc.), ratings companies (ValueLine, Morningstar, the S&P, etc.) and the

companies themselves. Further, he goes through the steps that the reader should consider

regarding when to think about selling the stock, which includes both good reasons and purely

emotional ones. Kelly employs a method called the "Fearsome Foursome," which I personally use to

this day. It more or less forces the reader to know why they bought, what motivated them to hold or

sell, and to look back over time and learn from it.Last, Kelly discusses how the reader should

structure his or her own portfolio of stocks. He lays out a method of averaging in both small and

mid-cap stocks, which is helpful for readers who want a good starting point. But ultimately, he

encourages the reader to learn to do his or her own due diligence.This book is not radically different

from previous editions. So if you already have the 2010 edition, I'm not sure it'd be worth buying this

one too unless you are just an overall fan, want a refresher, or want the tidbit of interview with Bill

Miller. It is helpful to anyone that wants to learn more about the stock market as a beginning

investor. And it is helpful to the intermediate/advanced investor that would like to just brush up on

the basics of analyzing stocks and remembering the way that stocks work. But the book is clearly

geared towards the person that actually wants to learn about the stock market and how to analyze

and value various stocks on their own accord (rather than be told what to buy). Keeping that in

mind, I believe it achieves its purpose. Thus, I give it 5 stars.
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